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WHERE THE FUTURE IS
As impressive as the growth has been in Downtown 
Vancouver, it pales beside the scale of development in the rest 
of the region. [Think of it this way: after a quarter century of
development, from Expo 86 to the 2010 Olympics, Downtown 
will have only accommodated about four year’s growth in the 
region.]

The future, more than ever, is in the suburbs.  And there 
should be nothing ‘sub’ about these urbs.  As New Urbanist
Andres Duany noted about the urban design for East Fraser 
Lands in Vancouver: why should people have to drive out of 
their community to get the advantages of a city - a good urban 
place.

For example, a place maybe like this: 

White Rock Town Centre Plaza



hite Rock currently has a population of about 
19,000.  The regional strategic plan anticipates the 
city should accommodate another 2,100 people in 
the next quarter century.  And if they’re not to be 
all housed in single-family neighbourhoods, then 
redevelopment of the old commercial core makes 
sense. 

Which is what the plans have all said.  Almost 
from the time that White Rock separated from 
Surrey in 1957, the Hilltop area around Johnston 
Road, the main street, was designated for a higher 
density town centre.  

What is now motivating the current Council is fear 
– fear of what’s happening up the street in Surrey.
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Surrey has approved Grandview Heights 
– another million square feet of retail, 
another 30,000 people.  Another regional 
town centre.  And, beyond that, the 
Campbell Heights business park. 

“When these projects come to fruition,”
says a White Rock report, “the effect on 
our existing businesses will be econo-
mically devastating.”



That’s not the initial impression you get when walking 
down Johnston Road, animated by a very White Rock 
combo of electric scooters and skateboards.  Until you 
realize that you’re not in White Rock.  Activity is mostly 
north of 16th Avenue, in (gasp) Surrey.

Further south, it’s clear the life is slipping out of White 
Rock’s traditional shopping street, now with the highest 
vacancy rate in this part of the region and with evident 
signs of decay.  Even Starbucks won’t go there.



So it’s understandable why the political leader-
ship of White Rock is taking a big risk in pushing 
forward with one of the most contentious 
development proposals in the Lower Mainland –
and just before the civic election, with a very 
vocal opposition.

The controversy is all about the White Rock 
Town Centre, a project initiated by the City.  The 
only developer who was prepared to take the full 
risk was Bosa Properties, who proposed a 
mixed-use development that includes 72,000 
square feet of commercial space and four 
highrise condos between 14 and 19 storeys for 
428 units, at a density of 3.7 FSR. 
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The site is currently occupied by the Hillcrest Shopping 
Centre and city-owned property, just two blocks from the 
Semiahmoo Shopping Centre, also given the go-ahead by 
the City of Surrey for major redevelopment.



Planners see the Town Centre as a way to lever public 
amenities – in particular, a community/arts centre.  The 
City would get 12,800 square feet of civic building 
space and a large public plaza with two outdoor 
amphitheatres.  The sale of a quarter block of City-
owned property would help finance other projects, not 
to mention the additional property taxes from the 
development itself.

But regardless of its virtues, the development has one 
big problem from the point of view of its opponents: it 
would be a tangible change in the character of White 
Rock.  It would symbolize the very things they want to 
get away from, and to keep away from White Rock.

In particular, tall buildings.



Most people think a taller building is denser than a lower one. 
(It seems to make sense.  I know I thought that.)  And if you 
think density is the issue, then the whole debate often turns to
an argument about height.  

That’s probably why the City has gone to some effort to 
explain why height makes no difference to density if the FAR 
(Floor Area Ratio) remains the same.  (Sometimes it’s called 
FSR or plot ratio.) 

Economics of a project typically revolve around density - but 
public amenities can often be increased by allowing a greater 
height, since that’s where the higher values are, particularly for 
view-enhanced residential properties. The question is: are 
they getting enough in public benefits for accepting greater 
height.

It all depends what you want and what you’re prepared to 
trade off.  Lower buildings can feel much more massive, and 
block more light where it might be preferred.  Taller towers 
cast longer shadows and can seen unfriendly.  But they allow 
for wider view corridors.  

The real impact is best determined at ground level - in the 
quality of the public spaces.

[For the full City report on the proposal, click here.]

http://www.city.whiterock.bc.ca/upload_pdf/TownCentreReport.pdf


Sussex House and Central Plaza

Taller, skinnier buildings  
pulled back form the street 
can feel less dense or 
massive  than shorter, 
squatter ones covering more 
of the site. Taller ones cast 
longer shadows.

Both can be done well!  And a 
good mix is better than one or 
the other.  What counts is 
what connects them to the 
community.  



It’s always dicey to make a judgment based on a designer’s 
renderings for a client.  (How many kids flying kites and balloons 
have you ever really seen in a designed open space?)  

But this proposal has the chance of being as good as anything 
in the region (say, Newport Village in Port Moody.)  And here’s 
the reason: it consolidates the energy from four different uses -
the condos above, the park to the west, the community/arts  
space to the north, and the grocery store to the south.  
Especially the grocery store.  When combined with the farmers’
market (and there’s a good one on the site already), it could be 
a huge draw.  Truly a town centre, with a real diverse mix.

There are entrances from four sides, and a traffic-calmed road 
that flows through. There’s special parking for scooters.  There’s 
a fountain, a stage and two amphitheatres. Add some program-
ming and the plaza could well be the go-to place for the 
community – an attraction sufficient to compete with Surrey up 
the street and the waterfront down the hill.  

It’s a risk.  But the greater risk is to do nothing, watch the White 
Rock hilltop retail area continue to decay – and lose something 
that might be really good.   
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